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PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL FLOOR SCALE 
300KG - CLASS III

EKMPC02-CIIIRéf.

Version 300 kg and larger weighing plate! Specially suitable for weighing overweight patients - 
Class III

INFORMATIONS

SPECIFIC STORAGE CONDITION

FEATURES

Classe Im (fonction de mesurage)YesMedical device

Guarantee (month): 24

CE0297Marquage Barcode 3661040217712

Weight packaging (kg) :

Length packaging (cm) :Length (cm) :

Weight (kg) :

NoSterile

Customs Code

Width packaging (cm):Width (cm) :

Height packaging (cm) :Height (cm) :

(N/A)Humidity min

Temperature min (N/A) Temperature max

Humidity max

31/03/2022 03:06 - This article is available on our website : www.gsh-med.fr with the following reference EKMPC02-CIII

(N/A)

(N/A)

Main unit Packaged unit
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The bestseller for doctor’s surgeries, chemists and hospitals 
- Robust design for daily use in a professional environment 
- Ergonomically optimised design 
- For easy and hygienic cleaning 
- Secure and non-slip positioning with height-adjustable rubber feet 
- Level indicator to level the balance precisely 
- KERN MPC 300K-1LM: Sturdy handle for easy transportation of the scale 
- Flexible positioning of display device: e.g. free-standing or mounted to the wall. Wall mount for display device, standard 
- Large platform with non-slip and wear-resistant surface made of plastic, to provide a secure footing for patients 
- Hold function: When patients do not stand completely still, a stable weight is calculated using an average weight and this is then 
“frozen”. This means that you have sufficient time to attend to the patient first and then take the weight reading in peace 
- BMI function to determine under weight/normal weight/over weight 
- Mother and child function: the mother's weight will be taken and then the scale will be reset to zero at the push of a button. Then 
the mother and baby can be weighed together. The weight of the child will now be shown on the display. This is particularly good 
for infants, as this way they can be cradled, safe and sound, in the arms of their mother while being weighed 
- Battery- or mains-powered, Optional rechargeable battery pack 
- Reference for same scale without Verification class III: EKMPC02 



Code Descriptive

COMPOSITION

Quantity

PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL FLOOR SCALE 
300KG - CLASS III

EKMPC02-CIIIRéf.
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EKCERTI06 EU-Verification (CE) electr.balances 50 kg - 350 kg 1

EKMPC02 Personal floor scale MPC 300kg, 100gr. 1


